SUCCESS STORIES:

Heald Place PRIMARY School
Situated roughly 2 miles from the centre of
Manchester, Heald Place is a successful
primary school serving around 650
students. Due to its Victorian red-brick
architecture, the school building features
many relatively narrow corridors lined with
traditional cloakroom hangers to provide
students with personal storage.
During a routine health and safety
inspection, Heald Place were advised
that replacing hangers with lockers could
reduce their risk in the event of a fire. The
school acted immediately, approaching
us after a glowing recommendation from
nearby Wilbraham Primary School, whom
we helped with a similar issue.
Heald Place were particularly impressed
by the quality of our Atlas Steel Lockers
and the superb range of colours available
for this range. In total, we supplied 130,
3 door, custom height Atlas lockers
(1372mm high, to better suit younger
students) with custom colour doors
in blue, yellow and red. These vibrant
colours not only matched the school’s
own, but also reinforced the fun and
positive atmosphere that they have
worked hard to cultivate.

The installation process was complicated
by a series of buttresses that jutted
out along the corridor, providing no flat
wall against which the lockers could
be placed. However, our expert team
crafted a bespoke solution that ensured
the lockers were uniform and centralised
against the buttresses, delivering a unique
and attractive storage solution.
To stop dust and rubbish gathering
behind the units, and to ensure a superior
finish, we also filled any gaps with timber
sheets painted to match the colour of the
surrounding window frame.
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Painted timber battern

“The installation was excellent, the install team were very
detailed at installing the lockers and made sure they were
centralised.”

Anne Summerfield
School Business Manager

Locker Quality:

Delivery & Install:

Customer Service:

Overall Experience:
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Contact us on 01908 525700
for your locker solution

